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ABSTRACT
The K2 mission has enabled searches for transits in crowded stellar environments very different from
the original Kepler mission field. We describe here the reduction and analysis of time series data
from K2’s Campaign 0 superstamp, which contains the 150 Myr open cluster M35. We report on the
identification of a substellar transiting object orbiting an A star at the periphery of the superstamp.
To investigate this transiting source, we performed ground based follow-up observations, including
photometry with the Las Cumbres Observatory telescope network and high resolution spectroscopy
with Keck/HIRES. We confirm that the host star is a hot, rapidly rotating star, precluding precision
radial velocity measurements. We nevertheless present a statistical validation of the planet or brown
dwarf candidate using speckle interferometry from the WIYN telescope to rule out false positive
stellar eclipsing binary scenarios. Based on parallax and proper motion data from Gaia Data Release
2 (DR2), we conclude that the star is not likely to be a member of M35, but instead is a background
star around 100 pc behind the cluster. We present an updated ephemeris to enable future transit
observations. We note that this is a rare system as a hot host star with a substellar companion. It
has a high potential for future follow-up, including Doppler tomography and mid-infrared secondary
transit observations.
1. INTRODUCTION
NASA’s Kepler Space Telescope primary mission led
to the discovery of 4496 planet candidates over a nearly
4 year span, 3775 of which are now confirmed or val-
idated 11. Following a reaction wheel failure in 2013,
the mission was reincarnated as K2, a series of 70-80
day photometric monitoring campaigns focused on fields
in the ecliptic plane (Howell et al. 2014). Although
the pointing is unstable at the arcsecond level, photo-
metric precision for K2 nevertheless reaches that of the
9 These authors contributed equally to this work
10 Visiting astronomer, Kitt Peak National Observatory, Na-
tional Optical Astronomy Observatory, which is operated by the
Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA)
under a cooperative agreement with the National Science Foun-
dation.
11 https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/ as of August 2018
Kepler prime mission down to moderately bright stars
(Kp ∼14–15) (Luger et al. 2017). The many observing
fields of K2 have enabled not only new exoplanet stud-
ies, but science on a diverse collection of astronomical
objects, from young stars to pulsators to extragalactic
transients.
In the first full campaign of the K2 Mission, “Cam-
paign 0,” the ∼150 Myr open cluster M35 (Meibom et
al. 2008) was targeted in a ∼0.6◦×0.9◦“superstamp”–
much larger than the typical ∼40′′ fields downloaded
for individual stars observed by Kepler. M35 has been
the subject of previous searches for exoplanets and vari-
able stars. Nardiello et al. (2015) presented a long
term ground-based study of M35 in preparation for K2’s
Campaign 0, finding 273 new variable stars. Previous
ground-based studies had focused on detection of peri-
odic variability for rotation studies (Meibom et al. 2009).
In this paper, we present a photometric pipeline for
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2use on the K2 superstamps, and apply it to the M35
dataset from K2 Campaign 0 (Section 2). During our
analysis of the Campaign 0 data, we found that one
of the brighter targets (V ∼ 12.6) in the M35 field-
2MASS J06101557+2436535 displayed 0.68% dips sug-
gestive of substellar transits at period ∼7.56 days (Sec-
tion 2.3). This candidate was independently reported
by LaCourse et al. (2015) as part of their Campaign
0 search for eclipsing binary systems. Based on high
resolution spectra (Section 3), we identify the host as
an A type, rapidly rotating star. We use ground-based
speckle imaging (Section 6.1) to rule out most stel-
lar companion scenarios, and refine the ephemeris with
follow-up photometry (Section 5.3). Finally, we deter-
mine a low false-positive probability to confirm the tran-
siting object as a bona fide planet or brown dwarf orbit-
ing 2MASS J06101557+2436535.
2. PHOTOMETRIC REDUCTION OF K2
POSTAGE STAMPS
2.1. K2 Campaign 0
Following initial engineering tests, K2’s Campaign 0
was the first full-length confirmation of the mission’s
ability to continue acquiring high precision photomet-
ric time series with only two working reaction wheels.
It lasted from 8 March 2014 to 27 May 2014. Several
challenges were encountered during the 79 days of ob-
servations. First, data from the initial 40 days were
corrupted as the telescope operated in coarse pointing
mode, causing excessive photometric scatter. Second,
Jupiter passed through the field of view, causing internal
reflections and a spike in the background counts lasting
approximately 6 hours on 11 May 2014. Third, with
the recent failure of a second reaction wheel, the space-
craft slowly rolled along its boresight, requiring correc-
tive thruster firings every 6 hours. Consequently, a grad-
ual dimming and rapid brightening on a six hour period
presented itself in the light curves. This is one of the
signature systematics of the K2 mission (Vanderburg &
Johnson 2014). Techniques used to mitigate these effects
are detailed in Section 2.2.
Another challenge associated with the K2 mission was
the analysis of so-called superstamp data. These images
encompass spatially large targets with many stars, such
as galaxies and open clusters. For example, K2 Cam-
paign 0 targeted the open clusters M35 and NGC 2158
with a single superstamp, comprised of 154 tiled 50×50
pixel regions; an example superstamp image is shown
in Figure 1. Each smaller “postage stamp” region en-
compassed many stars, and the K2 mission photometry
pipeline did not generate light curves for any of these
targets. We therefore created our own set of Python
and Pyraf scripts for the reduction of the superstamp
Figure 1. Image showing a K2 Campaign 0 superstamp
with an inset depicting the ”postage stamp” containing
2MASS J06101557+2436535. The M35 cluster occupies most
of the region, while the older NGC 2158 Cluster is visible to-
ward the bottom. 2MASS J06101557+2436535 is the star
circled in red.
data.
2.2. Photometric algorithm for light curve generation
Our K2 superstamp pipeline contains the following
steps:
1. Identification of stars and generation of aperture
masks
2. Extraction of light curves
3. Systematics detrending of light curves
4. Transit search
First, we obtained 154 FITS format postage stamps
of M35 and the adjacent but more distant cluster NGC
2158 from the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes
(MAST). We generated light curves for 620 stars in to-
tal using the procedure described as follows. For all
stamps, we located significant local maxima in the im-
ages with the tool DAOphot (Stetson 1987) and gener-
ated a single aperture mask for each star, an example
3of which is shown in Fig. 2, within which we summed
the flux to generate photometric measurements. The
masks were created from the data in one representa-
tive image, taken from the approximate center of each
postage stamp’s time series. They were then applied
to all images in the series. The size and center of each
mask was also determined with the help of the IRAF
tool DAOphot (Stetson 1987). We measured a centroid
with DAOphot, and subsequently fit the point spread
function (PSF) of the star using the IRAF task PSFmea-
sure. Then, the FWHM value output by PSFmeasure
was used to compute the radius of a circular mask using
a scaling relationship developed through experimenta-
tion. Optical aberration at the edge of the field, where
the M35 superstamp was located, caused elongation of
the PSFs. To account for this asymmetric shape, we
experimented with the addition of a slightly larger ellip-
tical mask to the circular mask determined above. We
found that the union of the circular mask based on the
PSF size and an elliptical mask with angle and elon-
gation determined by eye encompassed stars’ flux well
while excluding background and other nearby stars in
more crowded fields typical of the M35 superstamp. We
used this mask shape, scaled for star brightness, on every
star 7 sigma above the background threshold, in the C0
M35 field. Crowding was far more severe in the region
surrounding the cluster NGC 2158; we do not attempt
to search for planets in the most crowded parts of this
region.
The PyKE (Still & Barclay 2012) tool kepextract was
used to create light curves by extracting the flux in every
pixel within the mask over the length of the timeseries
and applying a sky subtraction. We then applied several
refinement techniques to the light curves to remove sys-
tematics and artifacts. Initial detrending of light curves
was performed using the PyKE tool kepflatten. Data
flagged as poor quality due to thruster firings were re-
moved. The PyKE tool kepsff, based on the self flat
fielding algorithm of Vanderburg & Johnson (2014) was
used to mitigate the dominant K2 bore-sight roll sys-
tematic effect, which appears as a sawtooth pattern in
the light curves. The PyKE tool kepbls based on Kova´cs
et al. (2002) was then used to generate box least-squares
fits to search the sample space for period, transit dura-
tion, and transit depth, returning a box least squares
(BLS) periodogram. The peak normalized signal resid-
ual was compared to the median absolute deviation to
find a signal detection efficiency (SDE) as described in
Kova´cs et al. (2002). An SDE above 6 was used as an
initial flag for potential sources of astrophysical variabil-
ity similar to transits.
2.3. Identification of a transiting substellar object
Figure 2. The K2 image region containing 2MASS
J06101557+2436535b. The union of the circular and ellipti-
cal mask is overlayed in green on the target.
In our analysis of the K2 Campaign 0 superstamp,
we found that the light curve of the relatively bright
(V = 12.6) star 2MASS J06101557+2436535 displayed
five 0.68% dips indicative of a possible transiting sub-
stellar object. This star has received relatively little at-
tention in the literature, apart from inclusion in all-sky
photometric surveys (see Table 1) and an independent
report of a possible planetary companion by LaCourse
et al. (2015). Photometric searches of the M35 super-
stamp by Libralato et al. (2016) did not report this
substellar companion as it was outside their analyzed
field of view. Soares-Furtado et al. (2017) extract light
curves for stars including 2MASS J06101557+2436535
but do not analyze or discuss the lightcurves individ-
ually. We also recovered several eclipsing binaries and
three other potential substellar candidates. However,
because of their v-shaped transits, the latter were likely
to be false positives and we did not follow them up. We
describe characterizations of the substellar companion
in Sec. 5.
3. HOST STAR PROPERTIES
2MASS J06101557+2436535 is a moderately bright
(V = 12.6) yet little studied star on the periphery of
the M35 cluster field. We gathered photometry from the
Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) and the USNO
CCD Astrograph Catalog (UCAC), versions 4 and 5,
as shown in Table 1. We also adopted proper motions
from Gaia’s second data release (“Gaia DR2”), which we
use for membership assessment in Section 4. LaCourse
et al. (2015) estimated a spectral type of A2IV/V, al-
though this was from a low-resolution spectrum. To
gain further insight into the host star’s properties, and
to estimate the star’s projected rotational velocity (Sec-
tion 3.2), we conducted high resolution spectroscopy us-
ing the Keck Observatory High Resolution Echelle Spec-
trometer (HIRES).
3.1. Spectral type
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Figure 3. We show several orders of the Keck spectra for 2MASS J06101557+2436535 (bottom; blue), as compared with a
sequence standard star spectra from the ELODIE library. The sequence runs from A1 to A9 and consists of stars with large
v sin i. We have used it to determine that the features seen in our object spectrum are the closest match to an A2 or A3 spectral
type.
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Figure 4. Histogram showing distribution of parallaxes
from stars included as M35 members in Gaia Collab-
oration et al. (2018b). The black line marks the
2MASS J06101557+2436535’s parallax in Gaia, which lies
beyond the cluster mean distance and therefore presents a
low probability of membership. The red lines represent the
errors.
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Figure 5. Proper motions in Gaia of M35 members and non-
members showing 2MASS J06101557+2436535. Members in
blue are stars vetted by Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018b)
as members of M35. Nonmembers in grey are stars in a
1 degree radius around the M35 center that do not appear
in the aforementioned list. All stars are within 0.5 of the
2MASS J06101557+2436535 Gaia G magnitude. The red tri-
angle marks the position of 2MASS J06101557+2436535. Er-
ror bars for its proper motion are insignificant on this scale.
Several high resolution spectra were collected with the
Keck HIRES instrument, using the standard California
Planet Search setup (Howard et al. 2010). Observations
were taken on 21 August 2015, 10 October 2016, 17 Oc-
tober 2016, and 11 November 2016. During each of the
observation dates, seeing was approximately 1 arcsec-
ond. The observation taken on 21 August 2015, with
an exposure time of 180s did not have the iodine cell
in the light path, allowing for analysis across the entire
spectral format, spanning 3700 to 8000 Angstroms. The
signal to noise ratio of each spectrum was 45 at 5500 A˚.
Using the 0.87′′ × 14.0′′ decker, the resulting spectral
resolution is ∼60,000. Sky subtraction was performed
removing spectral emission lines due to Earth’s atmo-
sphere.
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Figure 6. Raw lightcurve, pointing detrended lightcurve and
fully detrended lightcurve (i.e., all out-of-transit variability
removed) for 2MASS J06101557+2436535b. Data is missing
in the first half of the light curve because Kepler operated
in coarse point mode, and precision was greatly reduced and
many images were corrupted. Note the light curves are plot-
ted on different y axes.
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Figure 7. Phase-folded light curve of the transit of 2MASS
J06101557+2436535b, with a period of 7.56 days. The black
points are the K2 photometry data. The best fitting transit
model from EXOFAST is shown in red.
The HIRES spectra exhibited strong Doppler broad-
ening and few absorption lines, indicating a rapidly ro-
tating hot star. To estimate a spectral type, we com-
pared our spectrum with those of template A and F
stars in the ELODIE library (Prugniel et al. 2007);
several spectral orders are shown in Fig. 3. Since
2MASS J06101557+2436535 is rapidly rotating (see Sec-
tion 3.2), we only compared its spectrum with those of
stars with v sin i > 150 km/s. Our target exhibits rota-
tionally broadened lines consistent with a spectral type
of A2–A3. Accordingly, we adopt an effective tempera-
ture of 8500±500 K, based on the median and standard
deviation of the temperatures reported for our A2 and
A3 standard stars from the ELODIE library.
6Figure 8. Phase folded K2 light curve (black points) over-
plotted by the binned light curve (red), where the bin width
was taken to be half the transit duration. A dashed horizon-
tal line is plotted at unity for reference. In-transit data is
excluded from this plot. The scatter in the un-binned light
curve is 0.022% and in the binned light curve 0.006%.
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Figure 9. Partial transit observed with the LCO 0.4m tele-
scope on Haleakala approximately 2 years and 8 months after
the original K2 observations. The unbinned data are shown
in grey, the black points are binned by 12, and the red line is
the same EXOFAST transit model fit described towards the
end of Section 5.3.
3.2. Rotational velocity
We measured 2MASS J06101557+2436535’s rota-
tional broadening using the misttborn code12 to fit a
stellar line model, generated as described in Johnson
et al. (2014), to a single line from the first of our HIRES
spectra. This model assumes a Gaussian line profile
from each stellar surface element (incorporating ther-
mal and microturbulent broadening, and an approxima-
tion of macroturbulent broadening), and Doppler shifts
12 https://github.com/captain-exoplanet/misttborn
the line profiles from each surface element assuming
solid body rotation to produce a rotationally-broadened
model line profile. We then fit this model to the data us-
ing emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013), setting Gaus-
sian priors on two quadratic limb darkening coefficients
and using the triangular sampling method of Kipping
(2013) for these parameters. We ran 100 walkers for
150,000 steps each. This produced a projected stellar
rotational velocity of v sin i = 193.7+6.2−6.4 km/s and a non-
rotating Gaussian line width of 47.9+14.4−14.6 km/s.
3.3. Radius
Using the parallax provided by Gaia DR2, we can de-
rive its radius based on effective temperature and lu-
minosity. We computed the star’s bolometric luminos-
ity from the V -band magnitude, and an age-insensitive
V -band bolometric correction of -0.08±0.02 (Pecaut &
Mamajek 2013). We adopt a distance 1061+69−61 pc from
the Gaia DR2 parallax of 0.9424±0.0573 pc. We esti-
mate the reddening by assuming it is close to that of
M35 (E(B − V ) = 0.20 or AV = 0.62; Kalirai et al.
2003). This is supported by the similar value reported
by Gaia for the G-band reddening, which is 0.69. The
resulting absolute V magnitude is MV = 1.82 ± 0.16.
This absolute magnitude results in a luminosity of L∗ =
15.84+2.6−2.2 L.
Gaia also lists an effective temperature of 7085.00+113−244
K. However, Andrae et al. (2018) notes that the bluer
stars have systematically underestimated Teff, and as
such we adopt the Teff derived from the spectrum. This
is supported by our comparison of the star’s spectrum
with the ELODIE standards in Fig. 3; it is clear that
our target is not a late A or early F star.
With the estimated spectral type of A2–A3 and cor-
responding effective temperatures of 8500+500−500 K, we ob-
tain a stellar radius of R∗ = 1.85+0.4−0.3 R. This value is
in line with the radii predicted by the models of Siess
et al. (2000) for a star with spectral type A2–A3.
As per Seager & Malle´n-Ornelas (2003), the mean den-
sity of the host star can be determined with solely a
transit measurement, although this measurement is de-
generate with the impact parameter and eccentricity of
the transiting object. We obtained a stellar mean den-
sity of < ρ >= 0.31+0.17−0.13 g/cm
3 from our transit fit,
described in further detail in Section 5.1.
Table 1. 2MASS J06101557+2436535 Properties
Parameter Value Source
α R.A. (hh:mm:ss) 06:10:15.57 Gaia
δ Dec. (dd:mm:ss) 24:36:53.38 Gaia
Table 1 continued
7Table 1 (continued)
Parameter Value Source
µαcos(δ) (mas/yr) -1.218 ± 0.085 Gaia
µδ (mas/yr) -4.542 ± 0.072 Gaia
B (mag) 13.02 ± 0.03 UCAC4
V (mag) 12.57 ± 0.03 UCAC4
G (mag) 12.55 ± 0.00 Gaia
J (mag) 11.77 ± 0.02 2MASS
H (mag) 11.68 ± 0.02 2MASS
K (mag) 11.56 ± 0.02 2MASS
v sin i (km/s) 193.7+6.2−6.4 This work
Spectral Type A2-A3 This work
Luminosity (L) 15.84+2.6−2.2 This work
Mean stellar density (cgs) 0.31+0.17−0.13 This work
Radius (R) 1.85+0.4−0.3 This work
Note— Host star properties from the literature and derived in
this work.
4. CLUSTER MEMBERSHIP
Two prior membership surveys of M35 contained this
star, Cudworth (1971) and Bouy et al. (2015), both
of which listed a membership probability of 0. How-
ever, the Cudworth (1971) work was based entirely on
proper motions from two photographic plates with po-
tentially large astrometric uncertainties. Our investiga-
tion showed that in general, their proper motions for
M35 stars in the x direction of the plate pairs vary
greatly from the values reported in UCAC5, especially
for 2MASS J06101557+2436535. Further, we discov-
ered that Bouy et al. (2015)’s adopted Sloan Digital
Sky Survey photometry for 2MASS J06101557+2436535
was saturated. As a result, we were compelled to assess
this star’s M35 membership status using the high pre-
cision astrometric measurements from Gaia DR2 (Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2016), (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2018a). This catalog provides precise measurements for
both parallax and proper motion, allowing an analysis
of cluster membership both using distance to the cluster
center and proper motions relative to other members.
2MASS J06101557+2436535 is listed in Gaia DR2 as
G2 3426303357158956544. The parallax value is listed
as 0.9424 ± 0.0573 mas, corresponding to a distance of
1061+69−61 pc. This is beyond the M35 cluster center dis-
tance of 885 pc, according to the Gaia DR2 mean clus-
ter parallax of 1.1301 ± 0.0013 mas Gaia Collaboration
et al. (2018b), as shown in Fig. 4. We also note that
these Gaia parallaxes and the distances derived from
them may be affected by position, magnitude, and color
dependant offsets.
Gaia DR2 also reports astrometric data which yield
measurements of a source’s proper motion. We com-
pared the proper motion of 2MASS J06101557+2436535
to the clusters proper motion. The star’s proper motion
of −1.218 mas/yr in R.A. and −4.542 mas/yr in Dec.
are far from the well-defined cluster mean at 2.2784 ±
0.0052 mas/yr in R.A. and −2.9336± 0.0050 mas/yr in
Dec. These values for the cluster mean are presented
in Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018b). The clustering of
proper motions for M35 members are shown in Fig 5.
Analyses of cluster membership based on parallaxes
and proper motions has been presented in Gaia Collab-
oration et al. (2018b) (see their Table A1b for a list all
members of M35 based on Gaia parallaxes and proper
motion). We find that 2MASS J06101557+2436535 is
not in the list of members, likely owing to its distance
from the cluster center and different proper motions,
and we therefore do not consider it a member of M35.
5. CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBSTELLAR
COMPANION
We undertake a detailed characterization of the sub-
stellar companion using all available sources of data in
order to determine the planetary characteristics. As
described in Section 3.1, 2MASS J06101557+2436535
is rapidly rotating, presenting Doppler broadened lines
that preclude a constraint of the radial velocity and mass
of the substellar companion. We pursue other methods
in order to constrain the mass to the extent possible
through other means and validate that the companion
is indeed substellar and not a false positive.
5.1. Transit parameters
To perform a detailed assessment of the parameters
of 2MASS J06101557+2436535 and the transiting ob-
ject, we returned to our raw K2 light curve and removed
systematic trends using the k2sc detrending algorithm
provided by Aigrain et al. (2016). k2sc uses both pixel-
level decorrelation to remove spacecraft associated sys-
tematics and Gaussian processes to reduce astrophysical
variability and also allows transits to be masked in the
detrending to avoid reducing the transit depth during
detrending. The k2sc detrending is shown in Fig 6. We
fit the resulting detrended light curve with a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) model using the EXO-
FAST (Eastman et al. 2013) package as provided by
the NASA Exoplanet Archive, which uses the Mandel
& Agol (2002) model. The best fit model is shown in
Figure 7. Ultimately we discarded most of the out of
transit data during the coarse point part of Campaign
0. However, two transits in the initial part of the light
curve for 2MASS J06101557+2436535 retained enough
precision to be included in the fits. In total, seven tran-
8sits were fit. The best fit included a period of 7.556
days and a depth of 0.6839%, which corresponds to an
Rp/R∗ of 0.08270. This corresponds to a planetary ra-
dius of 1.5±0.3 RJ . The full list of parameters obtained
from the transit fit is presented in Table 2.
5.2. Photometric mass limits
The transit depth and lack of a secondary eclipse at
any phase can be used to constrain the possibility of a
stellar companion to the A star host. Assuming that
the host star is not in M35 (see Sec. 4, a typical A3 star
radius of 1.85 R (see Section 3.3)) yields an eclipse
depth of ∼0.65% for a 0.1 M star– just below what is
observed. These estimates rely on the assumption that
we are not viewing a grazing eclipse. Such a scenario
is unlikely, as it would produce more of a V-shaped dip
than observed; we statistically quantify this situation in
Section 6. We conclude that the transiting companion
almost certainly must be substellar.
To search for a secondary eclipse, we examined out-
of-transit data in the phase folded light curve as shown
in Figure 8. The scatter in this data is 0.022%. The
light curve was binned using bin width of half the tran-
sit duration and no obvious secondary eclipse is seen in
the binned light curve. We estimate an upper limit on
the secondary eclipse depth of 0.020%, which is above
the largest absolute deviation of any of the bins from
unity, and close to three times the scatter in the binned
light curve, of 0.006%. Given the properties of the pri-
mary star (see Section 3) an eclipse depth of 0.020%
is expected from a mid M-dwarf star with an luminos-
ity of 0.003L. Given the luminosity of our star from
Table. 1 and the definition of the eclipse depth which
is
Lcompanion
Lstar+Lcompanion
, the companion must be fainter than
0.02%, which can be converted to mass using the Siess
et al. (2000) model. This results in a companion mass of
about ∼0.2 M. It should be noted, however, that if a
significant nonzero eccentricity exists in the system, it is
possible for transits to occur but not secondary eclipses.
Another way to constrain the companion mass is by
looking for photometric orbital modulations along the
orbital phase induced by the orbital motion of the two
objects around the common center of mass (e.g. Zucker
et al. 2007; Faigler & Mazeh 2011; Shporer 2017). Since
the phase curve does not show any variability down to
the noise level (see Figure 8), we applied injection and
recovery of an orbital signal to place an upper limit on
the transiting object mass, while assuming a circular or-
bit. For a given trial companion mass we injected the
corresponding photometric orbital signal into the light
curve, using the same period and phase as the transit.
We then tested whether the signal is recovered by gener-
ating the Lomb-Scargle periodogram (Scargle 1982) and
requiring for detection that the strongest periodogram
peak be at the orbital period (or its first harmonic)
and be at least twice as high as the 2nd strongest pe-
riodogram peak (which is not a harmonic of the orbital
period). Assuming a host star with an effective tem-
perature of 8500 K and radius and mass of 1.85 M,
the companion mass upper limit is 96 MJ, or 0.092 M.
Therefore, this analysis places an upper limit on the
mass of the companion, suggesting it is close to the hy-
drogen burning mass threshold, at the bottom of the
main sequence, or substellar.
5.3. Ground-based transit photometry and
improvement of ephemeris
In order to confirm the long-term stability of the light
curve behavior and improve the transit ephemeris, we
carried out four hours of ground based photometric mon-
itoring in the SDSS r’ band using the Las Cumbres Ob-
servatory (LCO) telescope network (Brown et al. 2013)
on 5 Feb 2017 (UT). A transit was recovered in data
taken with the LCO 0.4m telescope and SBIG STX6303
CCD camera on Haleakala, Hawaii. This transit oc-
curred during twilight, so photometry for only the latter
half of the event was collected. We took 241 sequential
60s exposures with an SDSS r’ filter. These were reduced
using AstroImageJ (Collins et al. 2017), an interactive
astronomical image processing and photometry software
built on the Java-based software ImageJ. AstroImageJ
allows users to place circular annulus apertures onto a
reference image, then aligns and performs aperture pho-
tometry, generating light curves for a target star. We
used a 9, 20 and 32 pixel radius respectively for the aper-
ture, inner annulus and outer annulus. Because ground
based photometry can be greatly affected by airmass,
telescope systematics and other issues, careful selection
of comparison stars is crucial for optimal differential
photometry precision. Eight comparison stars ranging
from 11th magnitude to 14th magnitude were used in
the reduction of the image.
The final light curve was produced by binning sets
of 12 points, as show in Figure 9. Error bars were de-
termined from both photon and background shot noise.
The LCO partial transit was added to the K2 data to
create a longer baseline time series. To reduce the uncer-
tainty on the system’s period, we input the light curve
to EXOFAST (Eastman et al. 2013) using priors from
the EXOFAST model found in Section 2.3. We retained
most of the original EXOFAST fit values from the fit to
K2 data alone (Table 2), because the LCO data included
only one partial transit and had a low signal-to-noise ra-
tio relative to the K2 observations. However, it did help
in refining the ephemeris and reducing the error bars
on the period. The period value obtained from the fit
of both the K2 transits and LCO partial transit was
7.555907+0.000029−0.000030 days. Figure 9 shows the EXOFAST
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Figure 10. Blue band (562nm) NESSI speckle reconstruc-
tion showing the target star in the center. Image intensities
have been square root stretched for visualization purposes.
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Figure 11. Keck HIRES guider frame centered on
2MASS J06101557+2436535 showing slit centered on the
star. Image intensities have been stretched for visualization
purposes.
transit model overplotted on this ground based photom-
etry; it corroborates the transit depth and improves the
period found from the K2 observations.
6. TRANSIT VALIDATION
Following the identification of a potential transiting
companion around 2MASS J06101557+2436535, we car-
ried out additional analysis to confirm its substellar
nature. We first checked light curves of nearby stars
to confirm that the the source of the transits was in-
deed 2MASS J06101557+2436535 and found that no
nearby stars presented any significant variability. We
also checked if there was a correlation between the x
and y positions of the star on the sensor and the tran-
sit event using the lightkurve package (Barentsen et al.
2019). We found no such correlation, suggesting that the
probability of a background binary causing the transit
event is low. We used both speckle interferometry (see
Figure 10, Section 6.1) at close angular separations and a
Keck guider image for wider separations (see Figure 11)
to rule out several regions of parameter space, in terms
of contrast (difference in Kepler magnitudes) as a func-
tion of angular separation, for a background eclipsing
binary. Images from the Keck guider camera did not
show any stellar companions with separations down to
1.2′′ (see yellow region of Figure 12).
Based on the K2 photometry, it was possible to con-
strain the possibility of a background eclipsing binary
(EB) based on the depth of the transit observed. As
described in Everett et al. (2015), assuming a maximum
eclipse depth of 50%, the greatest difference in magni-
tudes that could produce the observed transit depth δ
is ∆Kpmax = −2.5 log10(2δ). This constraint is shown
by the gray region of Figure 12 and is approximately
∆Kp ≥ 4.66.
We also considered the possibility that
2MASS J06101557+2436535 is eclipsed by a very
low mass stellar companion and the light of those
eclipses is diluted by a faint background star. This is
statistically highly unlikely, as shown by our validation
tests with vespa (See Section 6.2).
To rule out false positive scenarios involving stellar
companions at close separation, we obtained follow-up
high resolution observations and performed additional
statistical analysis to confirm its substellar nature (Sec-
tions 6.1 and 6.2).
6.1. Speckle interferometry
We carried out speckle interferometry on 2MASS
J06101557+2436535 to constrain the possibility of a
background eclipsing binary system causing a false pos-
itive or dilution of the transit depth. On the night of
8 November 2017 (UT), we observed our target with
the NASA Exoplanet Star and Speckle Imager (NESSI),
as part of an approved NOAO observing program (P.I.
Howell). NESSI is a new speckle imager built for the
3.5m WIYN Telescope (Howell et al. 2011), (Scott et
al. 2017). NESSI uses electron-multiplying CCDs (EM-
CCDs) to image sequences of very short (40 ms) expo-
sures simultaneously in two bands: a blue band centered
at 562 nm with a width of 44 nm, and a red band cen-
tered at 832 nm with a width of 40 nm. The fast ex-
posures essentially freeze the atmospheric blurring and
upon Fourier reconstruction, images are produced pro-
viding diffraction limited resolution.
For 2MASS J06101557+2436535, our imaging re-
vealed that no secondary sources were detected; that
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Figure 12. Contrast limits for the detection of a potential
background or double star, in terms of ∆Kp, the difference
in Kepler magnitude, as a function of angular separation.
Colored areas are zones of exclusion. The red region repre-
sents the region of parameter space ruled out by our 832 nm
speckle observations. The blue region shows additional space
ruled out by the 562 nm blue speckle observations. The gray
rectangle depicts the region of parameter space below which
a false positive eclipsing binary would not produce a transit
of the depth observed by K2. The only region of parameter
space that we cannot rule out observationally is the white
section to the upper left; we approach this statistically in 6.2
is, we could exclude companions brighter than 1.6% and
0.7% of the target star, respectively, in the red and blue
band at separations from 1.2′′ to as close as 30-60 mas.
Figure 12 shows the measured background sensitivity
(in a series of concentric annuli centered on the star)
and the resulting 5 sigma sensitivity limit as a func-
tion of angular separation, for the two different bands.
The speckle contrast limits are in the 832 nm (red) and
562 nm (blue) bands respectively; the Kepler band con-
trast would be somewhere between these two.
6.2. Statistical validation
We used vespa (Morton 2012) to further validate the
planetary nature of this system. vespa calculates the
false positive probability of a system based on several
inputs, including stellar parameters, color photometry,
transit photometry, and speckle/AO contrast curves.
Using the aperture size used for the K2 photometry as
well as the contrast curves, vespa calculates the likeli-
hood of each of several eclipsing binary contamination
scenarios using a TRILEGAL simulation (Girardi et al.
2005), (Girardi et al. 2012). The probability of six total
false positive scenarios are evaluated by vespa. These
include background eclipsing binaries, eclipsing binary
companions, hierarchical eclipsing binaries, and each of
the aformentioned scenarios at double the transit period.
We used color photometry and stellar parameters as
presented in Table 1, as well as period and Rp/R∗ val-
ues as obtained by EXOFAST (see Section 2.3). We
also input the 832 nm red band speckle contrast curve
and the light curve from K2. The vespa-reported false
positive probability is < 10−4. We thereby rule out con-
tamination from a hypothetical star in the white zone of
Figure 12 resulting in the observed transits, validating
the companion as either a planet or a brown dwarf.
Table 2. 2MASS J06101557+2436535b Properties
Parameter Value
Period (days) 7.555907+0.000029−0.000030
T0 (BJD) 2456784.9266
+0.0016
−0.0023
Rp/R∗ 0.08270+0.00041−0.00046
a/R∗ 9.7+1.5−1.4
Semi-Major Axis (AU) 0.0956+0.0039−0.0056
Transit Depth (%) 0.6839+0.0067−0.0075
Transit Duration 0.1918± 0.001
Inclination (i) 85.51.01.9
Radius (RJ) 1.5
+0.3
−0.3
Eccentricity (e) 0.22+0.20−0.15
Linear Limb Darkening Coeff. (u1) 0.22± 0.05
Quadratic Limb Darkening Coeff. (u2) 0.28± 0.05
Note— Derived planetary parameters from the transit fit.
7. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
During Campaign 0 of the K2 mission the open clus-
ter M35 was targeted using a superstamp region encom-
passing the bulk of the cluster. Performing a search
for transits in this M35 superstamp, we have found a
previously unappreciated A-type star with a transiting
companion that is very likely substellar. The host star,
2MASS J06101557+2436535, is a rapidly rotating star
with a spectral type A2-A3 based on high resolution
spectra taken with Keck/HIRES.
We conducted ground-based transit follow-up and sta-
tistical analysis to rule out most false positive sce-
narios. Speckle imaging with the 3.5m WIYN tele-
scope and NESSI revealed no stellar sources other than
2MASS J06101557+2436535 within the contrast limit.
A partial transit observed with the 0.4m LCO telescope
on Haleakala corroborated the data from K2, showing
a transit at the expected depth and time. We have
also presented an analysis with the code vespa, (Mor-
ton 2012), which yields a false positive probability of
< 10−4, validating the system as a substellar compan-
ion to a hot star. The derived planetary radius is 1.5 RJ.
This system is unique for a number of reasons, par-
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ticularly if the companion object turns out to be plan-
etary mass. It is one of a very small number of tran-
siting objects orbiting A-type hosts. The temperature
range of 2MASS J06101557+2436535 also makes it one
of the hottest stars with a substellar companion (Gaudi
et al. 2017). Among transiting planet hosts, only KELT-
9 (∼10200 K; Joner et al. 2017) and possibly KELT-
20/MASCARA-2 (∼8700 K Lund et al. 2017) are hot-
ter. The directly imaged planet host kappa Andromedae
is also hotter, but the mass of the companion is uncer-
tain. There are also several subdwarf B stars which have
been claimed to have planets based on pulsation timing,
though these are also controversial. We also note that
the host star has the highest projected rotational veloc-
ity of any host star with a transiting substellar compan-
ion at v sin i = 193.7 km s−1, the second being KELT-21
(Johnson et al. 2018) at 146 km s−1. This poses a large
challenge to spectral characterization of the host, which
we have described in Section 3.1.
Mid-infrared secondary eclipse studies may provide
additional confirmation of the substellar nature of
2MASS J06101557+2436535b. Its estimated equilib-
rium temperature of ∼2000 K implies an eclipse depth of
∼1500 ppm, well within reach of the Spitzer Space Tele-
scope, provided that the eccentricity can be constrained.
Because the host is an A type star, it is very rapidly ro-
tating and a prime candidate for Doppler tomographic
follow up observations. While we have statistically val-
idated this system, Doppler tomography would further
exclude a background eclipsing binary system. In ad-
dition, Doppler tomography provides a measurement of
spin-orbit angle. Nearly every hot Jupiter around an
A or earlier type star has been found to be spin-orbit
misaligned (Talens et al. (2017), Zhou et al. (2016), and
Collier Cameron et al. (2010), although this may be bi-
ased by a preference for targets with lower v sin i values.
A measurement of spin-orbit angle for this system will
add to the growing number of such measurements that
can shed light on planet formation and migration his-
tory.
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